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DOUBLE SIDED ADHESIVE STRONG TAPE UP TO 10KG/CM - 1.5
MT X 19 MM
Tesa® 55791 Powerbond® Ultra Strong is a double-sided mounting tape for fixing heavy objects
(up to a max. of 10 kg per 10 cm of tape) without the use of drill or use any nails or screws. The
strong adhesive allows a stable and secure mounting on ...
CODE
PRICE

55791-0000201
€ 6,77

DOUBLE SIDED ADHESIVE STRONG TAPE UP TO 10KG/CM - 5 MT
X 19 MM
Tesa® 55792 Powerbond® Ultra Strong is a double-sided adhesive tape, specifically designed to
fix things to wall, for a maximum weight of 10 kg (for 10 cm tape). Thanks to its special adhesive
formulation, it sticks perfectly to walls with no need ...
CODE
PRICE

55792-0000201
€ 12,06

DOUBLE SIDED HIGH SHEAR FILMIC TAPE - TRASPARENT
Tesa® 4965 Premium, double-sided mounting tape, with high shear, has a PET backing and a
modified acrylic adhesive that allows a firm anchoring to the surfaces, without exerting a lot of
pressure. Developed to withstand high temperatures, the produ ...
CODE
PRICE

04965-00015- 04965-0000705
00
€ 6,72
€ 12,98

DOUBLE-SIDED FABRIC MOUNTING TAPE FOR GENERAL
PURPOSE OR FLOOR APPLICATIONS - TRANSPARENT
Tesa® 4944 is a multi purpose double-sided permanent and extra-strong tape. It's ideal for
mounting on rough and fibrous areas (for instance carpets, rugs, fitted carpets), thanks to its
flexible support.Total thickness 200 µm. Elongation at break ...
CODE
PRICE

04944-00000- 04944-0000205
05
€ 11,94
€ 4,83
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DOUBLE-SIDED FABRIC MOUNTING TAPE FOR GENERAL
PURPOSE OR FLOOR APPLICATIONS - WHITE
Tesa® 4952, double-sided PE-foam, has been designed for constructive mounting applications,
in particular for mirror mounting (for which it has been certified). It has an immediate anchoring on
different surfaces, compensating the different thermal ...
CODE
PRICE

04952-00546- 04952-0000305
05
€ 6,10
€ 3,23

DOUBLE-SIDED PE FOAM MOUNTING TAPE FOR UNIVERSAL USE
Tesa® 64958 is a universal double-sided mounting tape for indoor. Made of a conformable PE
foam backing and a synthetic rubber adhesive, it also adheres to rough and irregular surfaces. Ideal
for fixing light objects such as: cable ducts, posters, ...
CODE
PRICE

64958-00019- 64958-0000805
05
€ 2,67
€ 5,38

REMOVABLE DOUBLE SIDED PET-CLOTH TAPE - TRANSPARENT
Tesa® 4939 is a double-sided floor laying tape, with a differential rubber adhesive system.
Suitable for laying flooring and fitted carpet, it can be easily removed without residue up to 14 days
after application. Its main feature is the strong adh ...
CODE
PRICE
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04939-00004- 04939-0000205
05
€ 17,42
€ 6,96

